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Well done Connor for reaching over 136,000
words this week!

Well done to Kieran who create brilliant
similes in English

Freddy did some brilliant work on solving
problems in the context of perimeter
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Well done Sonnie, Ethan and Sam. You
showed great patience and effort in your art
work! 👌

Well done to Sonnie and Riley from Banksy
today for some real turnaround progress!
Now time to keep it up boys 👌

Well done to Ethan from Banksy on his BFG
sentence stacking work!
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Taylor has memorised most of the Greek
myth we are studying. He is completing
some amazing work in English

Caleb did some fantastic maths work on
fractions this week

Jacob with a cheesecake and a smile!

Ellie’s cheesecake
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Well done to those who have completed their Cooper test in the
�tness half term, the scores are there for you to improve when
we repeat the test, performance of the week for was Joe from
Newton

Jack has been working on his poster for UK national parks!

Great work from Leo, Seth and Kenzie in Castner looking at
stereotypes and how they impact people.
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Great work from Finn in Parks looking at how the rotation of the
earth around the sun impacts weather and climate.

Adam Johnson - Fantasy story
Adam worked really hard with Miss Flanagan to create a
fantasy story based on human and alien interaction. Keep it
going, I want to know the ending!

Sportsperson of the Week
Miss O'Hare and Miss Storey are going to be choosing a
sportsperson of the week from morning sport. One person from
upper school and one person from lower school each week.

This week they are 
Upper School- Ruby Ames
Lower School- Connor Weston

Well done to you both! Keep up the great work!

Well done to Lloyd for this excellent Science
work.
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And Josh, too!
And Josh, too!

Daley
Daley have made Egyptian Pyramids in class as part of our
Ancient Egypt history topic. Well done LJ, Harley, Tyler, Lacey
and Rosie. 

Parks - History
The class have been focusing on events leading up to the start
of Charles II reign. Some great work from Fin, Paige and Lewis.
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Parks at the farm
This week the class started work on their ASDAN gardening
course, creating a fantastic fairy garden. There’s a future Alan
Titchmarsh amongst them!

Carl’s feeding time

Scones made by Tommy and Casey

Daley
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Daley made a stupendous chilli con carne in cookery. Well done
to Harley, Josh, LJ, Ethan and Rosie.

Fantastic work from Joe, Liam and Braden
discussing the work of Antoni Gaudi and
how he used nature as an influence in his
work.

Jayden.W put a great deal of effort into his
work this week, solving problems involving
square and cube numbers.

David has produced some excellent independent work on
reasons why people joined the Crusades.
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Year 11 GCSE Art Exam
I have been very proud of our year 11 pupils and their response
to the GCSE Art exam paper. Casey in particular has shown a
mature attitude and even studied the paper during lunch time! 

Shaye's Art Reference Page

Daley
A HUGE well done to Harvey in Daley who has made superb
progress with his attendance this week as well and completing
some wonderful work in class. Well done Harvey - Mr Smith is
super proud of you!

Millie's Art CLub Masterpiece
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Ryan's Pop Art Creation

Aiyana's Side Profile Portrait
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